Abstract—Chromosome conformation capture methods have revealed the dynamics of genome architecture which is spatially organized into topologically associated domains, with gene regulation mediated by enhancer-promoter pairs in chromatin space. New evidence shows that endogenous hormones and several xenobiotics act within circumscribed topological domains of the spatial genome, impacting subsets of the chromatin contacts of enhancer-gene promoter pairs in cis and trans. Results from the National Institutes of Health-funded PsychENCODE project and the study of chromatin remodeling complexes have converged to provide a clearer understanding of the organization of the neurogenic epigenome in humans. Neuropsychiatric diseases, including schizophrenia, bipolar spectrum disorder, autism spectrum disorder, attention deficit hyperactivity disorder, and other neuropsychiatric disorders are significantly associated with mutations in neurogenic transcriptional networks. In this review, we have reanalyzed the results from publications of the PsychENCODE Consortium using pharmacoinformatics network analysis to better understand druggable targets that control neurogenic transcriptional networks. We found that valproic acid and other psychotropic drugs directly alter these networks, including chromatin remodeling complexes, transcription factors, and other epigenetic modifiers. We envision a new generation of CNS therapeutics targeted at neurogenic transcriptional control networks, including druggable parts of chromatin remodeling complexes and master transcription factor-controlled pharmacogenomic networks. This may
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provide a route to the modification of interconnected gene pathways impacted by disease in patients with neuropsychiatric and neurodegenerative disorders. Direct and indirect therapeutic strategies to modify the master regulators of neurogenic transcriptional control networks may ultimately help extend the life span of CNS neurons impacted by disease.

I. Introduction

Analysis of druggable targets within chromatin remodeling complexes and transcription factor pathways (Braun et al., 2017; Safe et al., 2018; Sievers et al., 2018), in conjunction with data from the PsychENCODE program funded by the National Institutes of Health (Akbarian et al., 2015), has contributed to a new era of drug discovery in neuropharmacology. This paradigm involves the therapeutic manipulation of developmental gene networks within the epigenome. Previous research has shown that 1) the majority of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) associated with human disease risk and drug response variability in genomewide association studies (GWAS) are located within noncoding enhancers that regulate gene expression (Maurano et al., 2012; Higgins et al., 2015a; Onengut-Gumuscu et al., 2015); 2) the three-dimensional (3D) spatial environment of the neuronal genome is organized such that regulatory gene networks consist of enhancer-gene promoter chromatin loops located within topologically associated domains (TADs) (Rao et al., 2014; Matharu and Ahituv, 2015; Dekker and Mirny, 2016; Guo et al., 2017; de la Torre-Ubieta et al., 2018); and 3) mutations within genes that encode chromatin remodeling complexes and master transcription factors that drive the reprogramming of cell fate mediated by the regulatory epigenome are important determinants of etiology in human neurologic disease (Pohodich and Zoghbi, 2015; Berson et al., 2017; Li et al., 2017; Rajarajan et al., 2018). Furthermore, many psychotropic drugs, including antidepressants and antiepileptics such as valproic acid, act, in part, through induction of neurogenesis and neural developmental mechanisms (Chu et al., 2015; Miller and Hen, 2015; Walker et al., 2015; Nikolian et al., 2018).

Recent studies from the PsychENCODE Consortium have begun to characterize the dynamic nature of chromatin spatial interactions that control developmental patterns of gene regulation in human neural progenitor cells and in neuroepidemiological disease (de la Torre-Ubieta et al., 2018; Girdhar et al., 2018; Rajarajan et al., 2018). This research emphasizes the importance of the regulation of enhancer-promoter contacts in the chromatin interactome and developmental reprogramming of gene expression in the etiology of neuropsychiatric disease. Furthermore, it has revealed the relative persistence of TAD integrity during human brain development in the absence of brain pathology. In parallel, recent studies demonstrate that chromatin remodeling complexes involved in neural and disease development are the master regulators of targeted developmental gene programming, comprising ripe targets for drug discovery. They have even been described as analogous to “air traffic controllers” (Ronan et al., 2013; Staahl and Crabtree, 2013; Braun et al., 2017; Crabtree et al., 2018; Mashtalir et al., 2018). Together, these data provide a new understanding of the molecular basis of what were once thought to be obscure mechanisms of psychotropic drug action in human brain and causality in neuropsychiatric disease.

The objective of this review is to provide an overview of the functional topology of the spatial genome, including important druggable targets in the regulome and master regulators of transcriptional gene networks such as chromatin remodeling complexes and transcription factors, and to reassess the mechanisms of valproic acid and other psychotropic drugs using bioinformatics data analysis. This review will also provide a brief roadmap for a new generation of therapeutics that will directly alter transcriptional gene networks. Alongside gene transfer and genome editing-based therapeutics, new pharmaceuticals directed at the control of developmental epigenomic plasticity, including cell type-specific transcription factors, chromosome remodeling complexes, transcription factors and their networks, and regulatory RNAs, comprise one of the most innovative and promising domains of drug discovery in neuropharmacology (Allis and Jenuwein, 2016; Crabtree et al., 2018).

A. Master Regulators of Transcriptional Networks as Druggable Targets

CNS drug discovery has largely focused on individual protein targets whose functional properties may be altered using small chemical compounds with the goal of changing brain levels of well-characterized neurotransmitter systems, reducing inflammation and excitotoxicity in neurodegenerative disease, stopping
infection with anti-bacterial and anti-viral agents, removing pathologic protein deposits and prions, and related target strategies. However, even with the advent of intracellular inhibitors and monoclonal antibody-based drugs, widespread and varied off-target effects demonstrate that limiting drug discovery to single protein targets does not inhibit the emergence of unknown and sometimes devastating adverse drug events caused by pharmacodynamic substrates. Until recently it has been assumed that extracellular and intracellular signaling pathways are fixed. However, increased awareness of off-target effects coupled with a more contemporary knowledge of the adaptive nature of drug-disease networks within the dynamic chromatin interactome requires a re-examination of the focus on the single protein target-single functional perturbation paradigm in CNS drug discovery.

Drugs that act as agonists, partial antagonists, antagonists, or other neurotransmitter receptor modulators in the human CNS functionally alter molecules in receptor-mediated pathways downstream of the presumptive druggable target. For example, ketamine is a partial antagonist of the N-methyl-D-aspartate receptor and has been approved by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration for treatment-resistant depression (Daly et al., 2018), but related rapid antidepressant effects are exhibited by drugs that act downstream in this pathway, offering the potential as novel therapeutics in refractory depression (Gerhard et al., 2016). By analogy, it is possible to induce a transcriptional gene network whose output is therapeutic for a given clinical indication by targeting the druggable master regulators of the transcriptional network. Such targets may include large protein complexes involved in chromatin remodeling (Crabtree et al., 2018); transiently expressed transcription factors once thought to be undruggable (Crunkhorn, 2018; Sievers et al., 2018); functional regulatory RNAs, such as long noncoding RNA (lncRNA), microRNA, piRNA, and mRNA (Rizvi and Smith, 2017); or through alteration of a network gene or enhancer using direct genome editing delivered through gene therapy or viral vectors (Sheridan, 2017).

B. The Functional Topology of the Three-Dimensional Spatial Genome

Spatial contacts between enhancers of gene expression, gene promoters, and other elements in 3D genome space and the alteration of their interaction dynamics following drug treatment, during development, disease, and aging can now directly be examined using a new generation of methods that elucidate direct chromatin contacts in 3D and four dimensions (4D), a domain that may be called the “connectome” or “interactome” (Fraser and Bickmore, 2007). The ability to examine directly these interactions within the functional topology of the spatial genome has obviated the need to use network-based classification schemes that relied in the past on characteristics, such as inference of the functional relationships between protein products, the structural conversation of related protein products, or static pathway paradigms (Huang et al., 2009; Jiao et al., 2012; Wadi et al., 2016).

Complementary methods for the mapping and visualization of spatial and temporal interactions in chromatin between sequences and molecules that regulate gene transcription and their target genes have transformed biomedical research (Dekker et al., 2017). In 2012, the Encyclopedia of DNA Elements (ENCODE) program, funded by the U.S. National Institutes of Health (NIH), demonstrated that regulation of gene transcription acts through noncoding genomic regulation (The ENCODE Project Consortium, 2012). Researchers involved in the International Human Epigenome Consortia (Bujold et al., 2016; Strunnenberg et al., 2016; Stricker et al., 2017) and its component programs (Kundaje et al., 2015; Albrecht et al., 2016; Fernandez et al., 2016) have made tremendous strides in cataloging the hierarchy of transcription. Recently, within the context of the 4D Nucleome program sponsored by the U.S. NIH, studies of the three-dimensional (3D) genome provide a detailed understanding of how transcriptional control operates, as well as insight into the dynamics of structure-function relationships genomewide (Chen et al., 2015). This also includes previously under-appreciated properties of biologic networks (Rajapakse and Smale, 2017; Liu et al., 2018).

These trends impact our understanding of human-drug response mechanisms beyond so-called “epigenetic drugs” that modulate readers, writers, and erasers (Arrowsmith et al., 2012), leading to a unifying model of how xenobiotics and endogenous hormones modulate the functional topology of the human genome (Le Dily et al., 2014) in which entire transcriptional gene networks may be manipulated as a therapeutic intervention in disease (Crabtree et al., 2018; Crunkhorn, 2018; Sievers et al., 2018). The rapid pace of scientific discovery in regulatory genomics, coupled with a transformative understanding of the transcriptional hierarchy and spatial dynamics of the cell nucleus, provides us with the ability to resolve previously unrecognized and ill-defined mechanisms of action of psychotropic drugs that have been in clinical use for decades. Computational analysis of spatial, temporal, and mechanical systems in the pharmacoepigenome has revealed new CNS pharmacodynamic and pharmacokinetic networks (Higgins, et al., 2017a).

Evidence from multiple research studies show that many CNS drugs act on the same gene regulatory networks that contain disease risk variants (Hebbring et al., 2015; Higgins et al., 2015a, 2017a; Hu et al., 2016). In contrast to the orthodox notion of allele equivalency genomewide, we now recognize that, in most cases, causal SNPs that have been significantly associated to human traits in GWAS are located
within euchromatin and display allele skewing (Kircher et al., 2014; Lee et al., 2015). Mutations that break the boundaries of TADs or disperse the repressive subset of TADs, called lamina-associated domains, have profound consequences for variation in drug response and the incidence of adverse drug events. Disruption of the rhythmic regulation of gene expression has profound consequences for response to medications and the incidence of adverse events in humans (Zhang et al., 2014). Conversely, unorthodox pharmacodynamic pathways, such as induction of neurogenesis in adult brain, are key mechanisms by which inhibitors of histone deacetylases exert their action in the CNS (Hsieh et al., 2004; Georgoff et al., 2016; Farzanefar et al., 2017; Higgins et al., 2017a; Stephens et al., 2017, 2018). In addition, unconventional interpretation of drug response and remission SNPs from GWAS have markedly improved our understanding of how mutations alter molecular physiology of the cell leading to human pharmacogenomic variation (Higgins et al., 2015b).

Figure 1 illustrates our contemporary understanding of the noncoding regulatory genome, the characteristics of causal single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) that are significantly associated with human drug response and adverse drug events from genomewide association studies (GWAS) and an overview of histone modifications that are discussed in this review. Figure 1A shows a pie chart analysis of all pharmacogenomic GWAS data as of January 15, 2019. This shows that the vast majority (81%) of significant pharmacogenomic SNPs are located within either intragenic (intronic) or intergenic enhancers, with only 4% predicted to be missense coding variants. Figure 1B shows an overview of chromatin compartments (A, B), the nucleosome, histone modifications, and the allele-specific nature of causal SNPs from GWAS. Causal SNPs are found in nucleosome-free domains and exhibit allele specificity as determined by methods such as DNase I hypersensitivity analysis, ATAC-seq, MNase-seq, and related techniques. Thus, using computational methods such as machine learning and deep learning, it has been possible to predict accurately whether a SNP is causal or not in a given cell type or tissue based on training sets that consist of known causal SNPs in these tissues in humans that exhibit allele specificity ((Lee et al., 2015; Kelley et al., 2016; Li et al., 2016; Quang and Xie, 2016)). This strategy has redefined the domain of functional genomics.

Figure 1C illustrates the nucleosome core particle showing histones H3, H4, and H2A, as well as the linker histone H and modifications of the lysine residues on the histone 3 tails. In studies of chromatin state annotation of regulatory elements (Bernstein et al., 2010; Kundaje et al., 2015), the combination of the marks histone 3 lysine 27 acetylation (H3K27ac) and histone 3 lysine 4 monomethylation (H3K4me1) have been used as surrogates for active enhancers, and the combination of the marks H3K27ac and histone 3 lysine 4 trimethylation (H3K4me3) have been used as surrogates for active promoters. As shown in Fig. 1C, histone modifications include H3K9, with H3K9ac indicative of domains of active gene expression (euchromatin), whereas H3K9me is indicative of domains of silenced gene expression (heterochromatin) (Allshire and Madhani, 2018).

1. Spatial Topology and Gene Regulation within the Chromatin Environment. The spatial architecture and dynamics of the human genome determine which genes and RNAs are expressed and when they are expressed in a cell type-specific manner, both during development and aging, and following cellular perturbation by intrinsic and extrinsic stimuli. Supplemental Fig. 1 shows the spatial hierarchy of transcriptional organization as first determined by chromatin conformation capture methods. Chromosomes fill in much of the available volume of the nucleoplasm as chromosome territories (CTs) and contain circumscribed A and B compartments that consist of euchromatin and heterochromatin respectively (Lieberman-Aiden et al., 2009; Yu and Ren, 2017). Active genes tend to be located on the periphery of CTs, and inter-chromosomal looping between CTs provides the basis for a subset of enhancer-promoter and promoter-promoter spatial interactions in trans (Supplemental Fig. 1). The A and B chromatin compartments of CTs contain TADs within an average but highly variable length in linear sequence of approximately 1 Mb.

TADs were first characterized using chromatin conformation capture methods such as Hi-C, where initial scaling was consistent with a fractal globule model (Lieberman-Aiden et al., 2009; Dixon et al., 2012). High-resolution study of enhancer-promoter loops within TADs now include the organization of TAD boundary proteins including CCCTC-binding protein (CTCF), the cohesin complex (e.g., RAD21), and other proteins (Rao et al., 2014). Super-resolution light microscopic imaging (Cremer and Cremer, 2010) has also provided direct evidence of TADs and related architectural features (Rao et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2016). Supplemental text provides additional detail about the different topological and dynamic structures within the 4D nucleome and their roles in the regulation of gene transcription, including chromosome territories, A and B chromatin compartments, insulated neighborhoods, transcriptional hubs, TADs, lamina-associated domains, super-enhancers and stretch enhancers, frequently interacting regulatory elements, high-occupancy transcriptional domains, and nuclear pore complexes. In the following section, we describe the functional topology of the biologic structures of most relevance for this review—TADs and enhancer-promoter pairs.

a. Topologically associated domains. Within the cell’s nucleus, recent studies detailing the hierarchy of transcriptional components have reinforced the
The fundamental spatial domain of transcription is the TAD located within CTs, spanning approximately 1 Mb in linear sequence (ranging from 0.2 Mb to over 4 MB in length) and containing a variable number of genes, pseudogenes, long noncoding RNAs (lncRNAs) and DNA-dependent RNA polymerase (POLR2A). TADs are conserved as 3D structures among cell types and tissues (Lieberman-Aiden et al., 2009; Dixon et al., 2012, 2015), exhibiting some cell type-specific variation (Ghavi-Helm et al., 2019), and represent modules of transcriptional regulation (Dixon et al., 2015; Dai et al., 2016). For example, in humans, 60%–70% of TAD structures are conserved between embryonic stem cells (ESCs) and adult differentiated cells (Dixon et al., 2015; Ji et al., 2016). In general, TADs exhibit specific histone modifications (Dixon et al., 2015; Ji et al., 2016) and are units of DNA replication timing (Pope et al., 2014). Specific TADs also comprise hormone-responsive coregulation modules (Le Dily et al., 2014). Intra-TAD functional interactions consisting of enhancer-promoter and promoter-promoter pairs are more frequent than are inter-TAD interactions (Cremer and Cremer, 2010; Dixon et al., 2015), and regulation in cis by enhancers constrained to promoters within a TAD

Fig. 1. The noncoding regulatory genome, causal SNPs and chromatin state. (A) Pharmacogenomic SNPs associated with drug response or adverse drug events from GWAS are predominately located within enhancers (81%), and only 4% are called as exonic missense variants that could putatively disrupt protein structure or protein-protein interactions. (B) Illustration of genomic DNA, which is packaged within chromatin, and the different attributes of causal SNPs from GWAS that act on the epigenome. (C) Histone modifications significantly associated with enhancers, promoters, euchromatin, and heterochromatin the human genome.
Transcriptionally active TADs are usually found in the interior of the nucleus and at the surface of chromosome territories (Wang et al., 2016). These TADs are highly enriched in interchromosomal contacts with a variety of different active promoters and enhancers on other chromosomes in trans (Fortin and Hansen, 2015; Dai et al., 2016; Tjong et al., 2016). These trans-interacting TADs maintain strong intradomain structure and show higher than expected frequencies of contacting individual TADs on neighboring chromosomes, suggesting that TADs interact frequently with other chromosomes in trans as structurally-intact units.

TADs may be located at variable distances from one another, usually far in linear DNA sequence, and may cluster into compartments A or B. TADs segregated into one compartment or another tend to interact only with members of that compartment. Although some recent Hi-C data suggest sub-compartments in A and B, TADs can also switch compartments depending on cell types, treatment condition, and during cell fate commitment. Early Hi-C studies demonstrated that CTs are composed of cell type-specific A and B compartments, which consist of euchromatin and heterochromatin, respectively (Lieberman-Aiden et al., 2009; Dixon et al., 2012). A and B chromatin compartments can be approximated using eigenvector analysis of the genome contact matrix in Hi-C data using observation-expectation methods (Fortin and Hansen, 2015). These large A and B compartments have been demonstrated from a study using long-range correlations of epigenomic combination of DNA methylation microarray data, DNase I hypersensitivity, single-cell ATAC sequencing, and single-cell whole-genome bisulfite sequencing (Fortin and Hansen, 2015). Light microscopic analysis has confirmed the presence of these larger mesoscale euchromatin and heterochromatin structural domains across different cell types (Wang et al., 2016), as well as detailed mapping in human tissues and cell lines using Hi-C (Dai et al., 2016; Yu and Ren, 2017).

In the human genome, there are approximately 2400 TADs (Dixon et al., 2012). The results of quantitative analysis of TADs and TAD boundary strength in the human neuronal H1 cell line are shown in Fig. 2A. Most TADs (98%) contain one or more validated or predicted noncoding enhancers. Only 8% of enhancers in these cell lines span adjacent TADs through TAD boundaries, while 13% of TADs in this cell line contain clusters of gene homologs. Few protein-coding genes are not bounded by TADs (7%), and 30% of known protein-coding genes span TAD boundaries; 47% of TADs in these cells are significant expression quantitative trait loci (eQTLs).

Figure 2A shows a data-driven analysis of TAD boundary strength genomewide in the human H1 neuronal cell type based on the density of the bound protein CTCF and significance of the TAD boundary with super-enhancers. The strength of TAD boundaries can be classified into five distinct domains based on the amount of CTCF bound to the boundary and whether a super-enhancer is colocated (Gong et al., 2017). The boundaries of TADs are relatively invariant between different human cell types and about 60% of the position of TAD boundaries are the same in the human and the mouse and are conserved among metazoans (Harmston et al., 2017). Short terminal repeats located within specific, densely methylated TAD boundaries as determined by Hi-C mapping of chromatin are associated with, or may be causal, for up to 25 neurologic diseases, including Huntington’s disease, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, Friedreich’s ataxia, and cerebellar ataxia (Sun et al., 2017). Deletion of a TAD boundary containing the EPHA4 gene causes brachydactyly in humans (Lupiáñez et al., 2015).

Figure 2B demonstrates the critical nature of TAD boundaries in drug response. Of the 236 known super-enhancers identified in human embryonic stem cells, genes encoding transcription factors and genes encoding known absorption, distribution, metabolism, and excretion proteins are most significantly associated with super-enhancers in humans. These gene classes are significantly different from random gene association with super-enhancers genomewide at a P value of 5.78E−19 for transcription factors and 2.37E−13 for absorption, distribution, metabolism, and excretion genes (Fisher’s exact test).

As the structure of TADs is relatively conserved across various cell types and species, it is highly likely that they play a key role in preserving the topology of chromosome folding (Andersson et al., 2014; Sexton and Cavalli, 2015; Ou et al., 2017). Evidence suggests that genes that occupy the same TAD are coregulated by enhancers and other regulatory elements. Dixon et al. (2015), however, emphasized that they are not analogous to the bacterial operon in which all genes are also regulated in a coordinated manner. Studies of eQTL in humans demonstrate that an eQTL significantly impacts subsets of genes that are constrained to the same TAD (Van Bortle et al., 2014; Grubert et al., 2015; Waszak et al., 2015). Experimental studies in mice show that a weak promoter-linked reporter inserted genomewide responds to adjacent enhancers and genes only when all the genes are contained within the same TAD (Liu et al., 2017). A comprehensive search of the FANTOM5 database revealed that every gene promoter targeted in cis by each annotated enhancer, when such information was available (Forrest et al., 2014), was always localized to the same TAD.

b. Enhancer-promoter pairs. Enhancers and promoters provide sub-TAD loop control of gene regulation, although other sub-TAD organizational units and features have been characterized. The control of
enhancer’s spatial contacts to promoters is mediated by molecules such as CTCF and YY1 (Weintraub et al., 2017). Enhancers and promoters are virtually identical regulatory elements that serve as platforms for high occupancy by transcription factors (Bickmore, 2013; Vernimmen and Bickmore, 2015; Yu and Ren, 2017). They exhibit very similar dynamic properties as cis-regulatory elements in the control of gene expression and both regulate genes transcribed by POLR2A. Although spatial interconnections between some promoters and enhancers may remain relatively fixed in a poised state during development, close examination of enhancer-promoter loops demonstrate that they associate and dissociate with rapid kinetics in adult mammals (Zhang et al., 2013).

Although there are different types of gene promoters (Li et al., 2012), the most common contain core components such as the transcription start site and proximal regulatory elements with more distal regulation driven by the activity of enhancers, which can activate or silence expression from the target promoter. During transcription, promoters bind general transcription factors, such as the multi-subunit complex consisting of TATA box-binding protein, and a set of TATA box-binding protein-associated factors. Transcription then proceeds through a series of steps until functional elongation of RNA is reached.

Insight into functional differences between enhancers and promoters has been provided by studies of transcriptional burst kinetics in animal models and human cell lines. Gene transcription appears to be stochastic (Levine and Tjian, 2003), and experimental data suggest that enhancers increase the probability of gene
transcription (Walters et al., 1995). Artificially engineered enhancer-promoter chromatin loops have validated the role that enhancers play in the regulation of gene expression (Bartman et al., 2016). More recently, Larsson et al. (2019) demonstrated using allelic cell type-specific sequencing that gene expression is primarily determined through alterations in transcriptional burst frequencies. For so-called housekeeping genes, they found that the length of their genomic loci was negatively correlated with burst size but not burst frequency. Most importantly, transcriptome-wide analysis has demonstrated that enhancers are associated with transcriptional burst frequency and gene promoters are correlated with burst magnitude. This observation suggests that enhancers are the primary determinants of cell type-specific gene expression (Larsson et al., 2019).

c. Drug-disease networks. A major outcome of research in the network modeling of drug mechanisms is that they share many components with disease networks that serve as targets. This may appear obvious, as many compounds are designed to interfere with pathogenic systems to block disease progression. However, this intimate relationship extends not only to molecules within a specific pathway, but even to individual SNPs that are significantly associated with a disease phenotype that are shared with SNPs associated with response stratification by a drug that is used to treat the disorder (Higgins et al., 2015b, 2017a; Hu et al., 2016).

Phenome-wide association studies (PheWAS) use gene variants in a biorepository linked to clinical data from large sample sizes to examine systematically their impact across a broad range of human phenotypes (Denny et al., 2010; Bush et al., 2016). For example, missense and regulatory SNPs in the complement factor H gene, including rs1061170, and the SNP rs7529589 that impacts an enhancer in the disease tissue of origin, are significant risk variants associated with age-related macular degeneration in multiple GWAS of European American populations. These same variants are significantly associated with the degree of response to Visudyne (verteporfin for injection) (Bausch & Lomb, Rochester, NY), a medication used to treat the disorder (Hebrin, et al., 2015). Other shared PheWAS non-coding “super SNPs” include rs1333049, which is a significant disease risk SNP for coronary artery disease, stroke, type 2 diabetes, and atrial fibrillation, as well as stratification of drug response by β-blockers. The SNP rs9388451 has also been associated with electrocardiographic features such as QRS duration, QRS prolongation by the second-generation antipsychotic drug quetiapine, and lithium unmasking of Brugada syndrome (Bush et al., 2016).

Tissue-specific, regulatory cis- and trans-interacting community-based networks have been characterized by combining disease SNPs from GWAS with eQTL data (Fagny et al., 2016). To detect regulatory communities, cis- and trans-eQTLs from 13 human tissues were mapped using bipartite graphs, in which significant eQTLs were revealed as edges of a bipartite network linking SNPs and gene nodes. SNPs that comprised significant associations were mapped as transcriptional hubs and genes were mapped as edges. This study demonstrated that eQTL communities are comprised of functionally related sets of variants, including GWAS SNPs, in a tissue-specific manner. In addition, for diseases such as chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, SNPs significantly associated with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease risk were enriched within eQTL intermediate nodes (Fagny et al., 2016). This is consistent with results suggesting that the genetic component of many disease phenotypes are combinations of GWAS SNPs of small to intermediate effect sizes, in contrast to causal pharmacogenomic SNPs identified from GWAS that exhibit moderate to large effects sizes (Higgins et al., 2015a).

There are numerous methods for modeling gene networks. These range from mapping of the physical spatial contacts between genes within the chromatin interactome (Dekker et al., 2017) for determination of drug spatial networks (G. A. Higgins et al., submitted manuscript) to the weighting of gene-gene interactions based on “relatedness” measures. This includes the class of proteins encoded by genes, predefined functional modules, and evolutionary relatedness (Huang et al., 2009; Jiao et al., 2012; Luna, et al., 2016; The Gene Ontology Consortium, 2019). With the emergence of chromosome conformation capture methods such as Hi-C combined with increases in knowledge of functional genomics, it is possible to physically map gene interactions in the context of spatial chromatin organization, without the need to rely on ad hoc architectures, ontologies, and/or classification schemes (Wadi et al., 2016; Dunn et al., 2017).

The adaptive plasticity of drug-gene regulatory networks is evident in phenotypes such as drug resistance, addiction, and habituation, which are phenomena that emerge over time. Although these are considered negative consequences of medication use and may be attributable to changes in drug target receptor physiology, closer examination suggests that this is an emergent property of drug-disease networks. Drug networks are characterized by the simultaneous presence of different subnetworks organized within separate layers, with links and nodes of qualitatively different types and quantitatively different features (Fagny et al., 2016; Hu et al., 2016). The concept of hard-wired networks is inherently inaccurate, as adaptive rewiring of biologic networks is part of healthy physiology, disease progression and drug use, drug-drug interactions, and drug-gene interactions. Many of these studies have overemphasized candidate genes and molecules. Complexity, robustness, pleiotropy, and
adaptation are as much attributes of drug regulatory networks as they are of any phenotype that contains a strong genetic component (Hu et al., 2016). Furthermore, few longitudinal studies examining the periodicities of pharmacogenomic gene expression in animal models or in humans have been conducted to date.

Furthermore, hormones such as progesterone, estrogen, and xenobiotics including psychotropic drugs, differentially expand and contract only a subset of the approximately 2400 TADs in humans with concomitant changes in the expression of genes in the corresponding subset of TADs (Fig. 3, A and B) (Le Dily et al., 2014). For endogenous hormones, the numbers of differentially regulated TADs may be large, resulting in extensive regions that mediate steroid receptor-dependent remodeling of the genome (Le Dily et al., 2019), including networks of linked enhancers regulated by lncRNAs (Li et al., 2016).

In most cases, and especially within TADs that exhibit the strongest boundaries, enhancers are constrained to looping to gene and lncRNA targets contained within the same TAD. It is important to note that 3D genome architecture involving intra-TAD enhancer-promoter loops constrain linkage in human genetics and prove to be more accurate than traditional measures of linkage disequilibrium (Gerber et al., 2018; Whalen and Pollard, 2019). This was recently found to be the case in studies of postmortem human brain, as well as other tissues (Fig. 3C) (Giusti-Rodriguez et al., 2018). These results suggest that druggable transcriptional networks in the human genome are composed of functional architectural domains, including the spatial organization of the chromatin interactome.

2. Neurogenic Transcriptional Mechanisms. During the transition of blast cells to neurons, the developmental progression to terminally differentiated postmitotic cells, and reprogramming of astrocytes and neural progenitors in the adult brain, spatial contacts in chromatin (the “interactome”) occur prior to gene expression (Cholewa-Waclaw et al., 2016; Krijger et al., 2016; Bonev et al., 2017; Higgins et al., 2017a; Liu et al., 2018). Neuroblasts exit the cell cycle initially as neuroepithelial cells, which subsequently become multipotent radial glia cells that reside in the subventricular germinal zone in the human CNS. Later in development, neurons turn on transcriptional programs of differentiation responsible for synaptogenesis, neuritogenesis, and axonal outgrowth.

An inherent feature of the journey from pluripotent stem cell to neuronal progenitor to terminally differentiated neuron is the ability to massively transform the chromatin interactome from one developmental stage to another as each new cellular phenotype is acquired. During development, histone acetylation and euchromatin chromatin are accompanied by expression of npBAF (neural progenitor Brg/Brm-associated factor, also known as SWI/SWF) following exit from the cell cycle of the developing multipotent neuroblast. Subsequently, most terminally differentiated postmitotic neurons in the human brain are held at G0 of the cell cycle, but other cells, including astrocytes and neural progenitor cells of the adult brain have the capacity to be reprogrammed into neurons (Niu et al., 2013; Su et al., 2014). Postmitotic terminally differentiated neurons in the human brain are associated with nBAF and shut down circumscribed pathways to reprogramming such as the human silencing complex HUSH, which acts to silence certain genes through hypermethylation of H3K9 (Allshire and Madhani, 2018).

Neurogenesis, neuronal development, and differentiation require coordinated timing of neuron cell type-specific patterns of chromatin remodeling and activation and/or repression of transcription factor gene networks that modulate enhancer-promoter looping mechanisms (de la Torre-Ubieta et al., 2018; Gallegos et al., 2018; Rajarajan et al., 2018; Yoon et al., 2018). Although it is possible to discriminate different transcriptional signatures of neurogenesis from those of neuronal differentiation by examining radial glial progenitor cells of the germinal zone from differentiated neurons of the cortical plate in humans, the latter of which contain human brain-specific genes responsible for cortical expansion (Mashtalir et al., 2018), it is not possible to accurately discretize different stages of neuronal development. The temporal stages of stemness, proliferation, neurogenesis, cell division, and differentiation are not precisely linear, but rather proceed in bursts of cell fate commitment and terminal differentiation. Different cell type-specific transcriptional networks of neurogenesis overlap with those of differentiation, because pluripotent neuronal stem-like blast cells acquire neuronal cell fate and switch from cell proliferation to neurogenic cell division in cerebral cortex (Sokpor et al., 2018).

The capacity of the adult and aging human brain for neurogenesis has been a controversial topic in neuroscience research, although evidence of neurogenesis has emerged from decades of research (van Praag et al., 2002; Boldrini et al., 2018; Snyder, 2019). Psychotropic drugs such as valproic acid can induce neurogenesis from human astrocytes in culture and within injured tissue (Kwon et al., 2012; Su et al., 2014; Yin et al., 2019). Antidepressant medications and behavioral therapies, including active concentrative meditation, can enhance gray matter preservation and potentiate neurogenesis during healthy aging and in neuropsychiatric disease (Santarelli et al., 2003; Eisch and Petrik, 2012; Luders et al., 2013; Mehrmann and Karmacharya, 2013). Unambiguous demonstration of neurogenesis does not preclude the beneficial effects associated with activation of neurogenic transcriptional networks for the preservation of neuronal integrity. As with many
processes in molecular physiology, initiation of developmental programming in lieu of metastasis may provide therapeutic efficacy in many disorders. For example, in an animal model of heart failure, experimental restoration of the circadian regulation of myogenic responsiveness significantly improved cardiac function (Kroetsch et al., 2018). Similarly, the cytokine cardiotrophin 1 drives developmental myogenic transcription recapitulating the key features of cardiac cell development including transient and reversible hypertrophy of the myocardium and increased vascularity (Abdul-Ghani et al., 2017). The inhibitory pregnane steroid allopregnanolone induces neurogenic transcription without overt neurogenesis, reversing cognitive deficits in a mouse model of degenerative disease (Wang et al., 2010).

II. Results

A. Characterization of Enhancer-Promoter Topologically Associated Domain Loops from the PsychENCODE Consortium

Recent articles from researchers in the National Institute of Mental Health-funded PsychENCODE Consortium have examined neurogenic transcripational networks and enhancer-promoter TAD loops in neurons during development and in neuropsychiatric disease. These included experiments using postmortem fetal
and adult human brain tissue, induced pluripotent neuronal stem cells, neuro-organoids, human cells transformed into neurons using retinoic acid (ATRA, a morphogen), biopsied human olfactory tissue, and neuronal cell lines (de la Torre-Ubieta et al., 2018; Girdhar et al., 2018; Li et al., 2018; Mashtalir et al., 2018; Rajarajan et al., 2018; Rhie et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2018; Yoon et al., 2018). Research results include the characterization of specific enhancer-promoter chromatin loops within TADs that characterize neural progenitor cells and neurogenic transcriptional networks in the adult human neocortex (de la Torre-Ubieta et al., 2018), the dynamics of transcriptional regulatory networks during morphogen-induced neurogenesis and neuronal differentiation (1), the significant association between disordered neurogenic transcription networks and psychiatric disease (Li et al., 2018), and the impact of disease on transcriptional networks shared among different psychiatric disorders (Gandal et al., 2018).

Using schizophrenia and its risk loci derived from GWAS data as an example, research from the PsychENCODE Consortium provides insight into the non-coding enhancer-promoter loops and associated genes within circumscribed TADs impacted genomewide, a common regulatory lncRNA (DGCRR5) for a subset of risk loci, a specific altered transcription factor (POU3F2) neurogenic transcriptional network, and histone alterations in the frontal lobe in schizophrenia (Chen et al., 2018; Girdhar et al., 2018; Meng et al., 2018; Rajarajan et al., 2018). These studies provide insight into the genomic architecture underlying this range of psychiatric disorders that have eluded researchers for decades.

1. Control of Neurogenic Transcriptional Networks by Chromatin Remodeling Complexes. One particular class of proteins that control transcriptional gene networks during neuronal development are the BAF chromatin remodeling complexes including neural progenitor BAF, which is associated with early neurogenesis, and neuronal BAF, which is associated with terminal differentiation (Bachmann et al., 2016; Hodges et al., 2018; Mashtalir et al., 2018). The switch from npBAF to nBAF includes swapping of SS18 (and SS18-like proteins) with SOX10 (CREST), as well as replacement of DPF2 (BAF45D) with DPF1 (BAF45B) and DPF3 (BAF45C), ACTL6A (BAF53A) with ACTL6B (BAF53B), and addition of SMARCD3 (BAF60C). Several of the nBAF members such as SOX10 are responsible for processes associated with neuronal differentiation, such as dendrite outgrowth. The npBAF and nBAF chromatin remodeling complexes are not fixed, and their composition may vary with different neuronal cell types or physiologic states.

The BAF complexes are one of several types of known chromatin remodeling complexes that include the histone deacetylase multiprotein complex responsible for maintaining stem cell pluripotency, the INO80/SWR1 helicase complexes that recruit the transcription factor YY1 to gene promoters, the ATP-dependent chromatin assembly factor, or imitation switch family, which reposition nucleosomes and the HUSH/SETDB1 complex, in part responsible for heterochromatin formation in terminally differentiated neurons (Lyst et al., 2006). Although our knowledge is still incomplete, some of the chromatin remodeling complexes require ATP to function and some do not, and certain transcription factors and other proteins may be part of one or more complexes.

Results from several groups demonstrate that the BAF chromatin remodeling complexes, like other chromatin remodeling complexes, target active promoters and enhancers (Hnisz et al., 2013; Pulice and Kadoch, 2016). For example, loss of the SMARCB1 (BAF 47) or ARID1A (BAF 250A) subunits disrupts enhancer activation (Mathur et al., 2017), but loss of SMARCB1 (BAF 47) does not appear to impair gene promoter activation when polycomb repression may be present to maintain the chromatin environment at the promoter (Pulice and Kadoch, 2016). These data suggest differences between chromatin plasticity and maintenance at enhancer-promoter pairs in development and disease.

The neuronal BAF remodeling complexes control large transcriptional networks during the transition of neuroblasts to neurons, and are also involved in the reprogramming and plasticity of CNS cells. This shift in the neurogenic epigenome includes competition between different subunits during BAF complex re-composition that accompanies the transition from the npBAF complex to the nBAF complex (Lessard et al., 2007; Wu et al., 2007; Bachmann et al., 2016). A remarkable feature of the BAF remodeling complex is that while they are protein complexes which contain actin, the composite proteins function as transcription factors while embedded in the macromolecule.

SNPs, microdeletions, duplications, and other mutations of the genes and their regulatory elements that encode the BAF chromatin remodeling complex proteins profoundly impact neurodevelopmental processes (Fig. 4). These mutations in human neurologic disease and psychiatric disorders, as well as several human cancers, represent druggable candidates found within drug-disease networks (Ronan et al., 2013; Kadoch and Crabtree, 2015; Kadoch et al., 2017; Sokpor et al., 2018). Figure 4 shows examples of npBAF and nBAF genes that are mutated in schizophrenia, autism spectrum disorder, Coffin-Siris and related neurodevelopmental disorders, cognitive impairment, and dementia in Lewy body disease. Although some of the disorders are rare, their physiologic impact can be severe. Results from bioinformatics analysis of these gene sets show that they are significantly enriched for biologic processes including nucleosome and chromatin remodeling (Supplemental Table 3.1); molecular functions including
transcription coactivator activity, nucleosome binding, and chromatin binding (Supplemental Table 3.2); and diseases including Coffrin-Siris syndrome and Nicolaides-Baraitser syndrome (Supplemental Table 3.3), with the most significant xenobiotic upstream regulator identified as (S)-duloxetine (Supplemental Table 3.4) (Krämer et al., 2013, The Gene Ontology Consortium, 2019).

Another layer of complexity involves master transcription factors that control the various BAF component genes, which are shown as blue in the spatial network diagram in Fig. 5A. These various properties of BAF subunits, designated individually by different numbers related to their molecular weight, has led to some confusion in the research community. For example, the genes that encode ACTL6A, ARID1A, BCL11B, PBRM1, SMARCA4, SMARCE1, and SOX10 have been identified in multiple studies of human neurogenic transcriptional networks, including those from the PsychENCODE Consortium, with no apparent recognition of their function as components of the npBAF and nBAF chromatin remodelers and the transcription factors that regulate these complexes (de la Torre-Ubieta et al., 2018; Rajarajan et al., 2018) (Fig. 5A).

2. Network Analysis of Druggable Chromatin Remodeling and Neurogenic Mechanisms. In the context of larger neurogenic transcriptional networks, our pharmacoinformatics approach has been used to clarify the results from multiple studies to parse which control elements within these networks constituted probable druggable control elements. To achieve this objective, we combined contemporary bioinformatics methods of network analysis, based on a range of spatial organization and dynamics studies of genome organization with data from pharmacogenomic regulation in human populations, the chromatin interactome, and
putative pharmacodynamic targets obtained from drug-based network analysis. Thus, for this review, we undertook to reinterpret some of these results using a different approach, combining contemporary knowledge of the 4D Nucleome, enhancer and gene promoter analysis, measures of TAD localization and boundary strength, and chromatin biology with analysis of master pharmacogenomic regulatory networks (see Supplemental Methods and Results, Supplemental Fig. 5 in Supplemental Data for details).

In the analysis from the PsychENCODE Consortium and related studies, researchers used a variety of open resource methods and resources, including weighted gene co-expression network analysis (Langfelder and Horvath, 2008), Gene Ontology enrichment (The Gene Ontology Consortium, 2019), resources from the Pathway Commons database (Luna et al., 2016), and DAVID (Database for Annotation, Visualization and Integrated Discovery) (Huang et al., 2009; Jiao et al., 2012). Although this research has yielded a wealth of new data, it has not been focused on the identification of druggable gene regulatory networks (Imoto et al., 2006). In addition, some of the bioinformatics software in these studies use infrequently updated gene- and protein-centric data that have proven to be inaccurate when used for high-throughput gene set enrichment and pathway analysis (Wadi et al., 2016; Dunn et al., 2017) and does not reflect the current understanding of the 4D Nucleome (Konopka et al., 2012; Chen et al., 2015; Dekker et al., 2017; Higgins et al., 2017b).

Our re-examination demonstrate that results from the PsychENCODE Consortium exhibit considerable enrichment of common pharmacogenomic elements within transcriptional networks significantly associated with neurogenesis and neuronal differentiation, including shared components of the npBAF and nBAF.
remodeling complexes and the master transcription factors that associate with the gene networks encoding these complexes. Available data on drug-gene set regulation found in commercial and open source drug databases were analyzed using KEGG and Ingenuity Pathway Analysis (Krämer et al., 2013; Kanehisa et al., 2016; Zhu et al., 2018) to determine the most significant associations of neurogenic transcriptional networks with currently prescribed psychotropic medications. The results showed significant association of neurogenic transcriptional networks with valproic acid. This analysis was followed by assessment of the union of gene sets from several studies followed by gene set enrichment analysis using Gene Ontology for biologic process and molecular function (The Gene Ontology Consortium, 2019). Figure 5A shows a consensus spatial network of 89 transcription factors, nuclear receptors, and chromatin remodelers based on data provided by the PsychENCODE Consortium, which were reanalyzed using our pharmacoinformatics platform (Higgins et al., 2017a; Allyn-Feuer et al., 2018) and displayed as a pathway by IPA (Krämer et al., 2013). Results from bioinformatics analysis of the larger 275 gene set from which this consensus spatial network was derived are shown in Supplemental Table 4.1 (biologic processes, Gene Ontology), Supplemental Table 4.2 (molecular functions, Gene Ontology), Supplemental Table 4.3 (diseases and functions), and Supplemental Table 4.4 (most significant xenobiotic controllers).

In the consensus spatial network, only direct gene-gene interactions that reached threshold criterion were used in this analysis (see Supplemental Methods and Results and Supplemental Fig. 5 for details). The genes form a statistically significant interconnected spatial network based on all available data sources, with a nvalue of 1E−130 (Fisher’s exact test). In Fig. 5A, the genes are labeled according to the proteins that they encode, including transcription factors (orange), master transcription factors that were determined post hoc to regulate npBAF and/or nBAF chromatin remodeling complexes from our analysis (green), or as genes that encode components of the npBAF and/or nBAF complexes. The latter category includes ACTL6A, ARID1A, BCL11B, PBRM1, SMARCA4, SMARCE1, and SOX10 and are labeled as blue in Fig. 5A.

Figure 5B shows the upstream xenobiotic regulators of this spatial network as determined by IPA pathway analysis (Krämer et al., 2013) and KEGG (Kanehisa et al., 2016). The top five most significant psychotropic drugs that control this network are valproic acid (P = 4.28E−15), bexarotene (P = 1.11E−06), clozapine (1.20E−06), lamotrigine (1.96E−05), and lithium chloride (7.35E−04). Using disease risk variant analysis, which includes results from GWAS and PheWAS, it was found the top five neuropsychiatric diseases that are significantly associated with mutations in this neurogenic transcriptional gene network are schizophrenia (P = 2.11E−14), mental retardation (P = 1.11E−11), attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (P = 1.20E−09), cognitive impairment (P = 1.96E−07), and bipolar spectrum disorder (P = 7.35−07), as shown in Fig. 5C.

Figure 5, C and D, shows the results of enrichment of the entire neurogenic transcriptional network for biologic process and molecular function as determined by Gene Ontology (The Gene Ontology Consortium, 2019) filtered for human nervous tissue. Biologic process analysis using Gene Ontology demonstrated that this consensus neurogenic transcriptional network was enriched for nervous system development (P = 3.01E−46), neurogenesis (P = 5.17E−42), generation of neurons (P = 1.94E−39), regulation of neurogenesis (P = 1.37E−29), and regulation of neuron differentiation (P = 5.14−29). Enriched molecular function included sequence-specific DNA binding (P = 7.64E−83), transcription regulator activity (P = 5.15E−79), RNA polymerase II regulatory regions binding (P = 6.64E−71), transcription factor binding (P = 1.07−37), and chromatin binding (P = 6.51E−23). This analysis suggested that, despite the widespread effects of HDAC inhibitors in human brain such as valproic acid, with part of its mechanism impacting neurogenic transcription, we should explore this as a widespread action of other novel psychotropic drugs as well.

Together, these analyses suggested that valproic acid and other psychotropic drugs could act in a specific manner on the proteins encoded by neurogenic transcriptional networks. For example, bexarotene, an antineoplastic agent approved by the FDA for treatment of cutaneous T cell lymphoma, with off-label use in non-small cell lung cancer and breast cancer, is a significant upstream controller of both small and large neurogenic transcriptional networks (see Supplemental Methods and Results and Supplemental Fig. 5 for details). The drug is a retinoid that selectively activates retinoid X receptors, but exhibits little activity at retinoid A receptors. In clinical trials, bexarotene significantly reduced symptoms of schizophrenia when used as a novel adjuvant therapeutic agent (Lerner et al., 2013). Although further trials are not yet underway, two studies of neurogenic transcriptional pathways from the PsychENCODE Consortium provide support for continuing trials of this drug for treatment of schizophrenia (Giusti-Rodriguez et al., 2018; Rajarajan et al., 2018). Bexarotene is a compound that was developed originally for adjunctive therapy in schizophrenia based on alteration of neurodevelopmental called the retinoid dysregulation hypothesis (Goodman, 1994).

As a further example, valproic acid exhibits efficacy for multiple conditions, including as an antiepileptic, mood stabilizer, and providing protection against migraine. This drug exhibits a promiscuous and broad impact as an HDAC (histone deacetylase) inhibitor. It may be that its effectiveness in these disorders are likely a consequence of valproic acid’s potent ability to acetylate
the H3K9 moiety, altering chromatin structure in a non-specific manner, leading to a variety of unrelated downstream signaling effects. However, in a well-characterized large animal model of traumatic brain injury, and, in other animal models of CNS injury, administration of supratherapeutic doses of valproic acid following brain injury protects against gray matter loss compared with placebo infusion (Georgoff et al., 2016; Higgins et al., 2017a; Chang et al., 2019). These results show that valproic acid exerts a neuroprotective effect, probably acting through activation of neurogenic transcriptional networks within existing neurons without requiring significant neurogenesis. Although these results are promising, significant association of valproic acid with neurogenic transcription does not yet prove that this drug acts as a targeted controller of any specific neurogenic transcriptional network. More specific and related biologic mechanisms need to be investigated to better understand the biologic role of valproic acid and other psychotropic medications during neuronal development and to determine how it acts in a therapeutic manner on drug-disease networks.

III. Discussion

A. Emerging Trends in the Druggability of Transcriptional Regulatory Networks

There are proximal and distal therapeutic strategies for targeting proteins or nucleic acids in humans, which control transcriptional networks that are already being undertaken for intractable disorders in which a single target is thought to be limited to a discrete mechanism of action. In the future, druggable targets that regulate networks will likely include master transcription factors, chromatin remodeling complexes or their subunits, long noncoding RNAs (lncRNAs), enhancers, promoters, and other intrinsic molecular regulators.

Direct, formidable approaches are beginning to be used in humans, including genome-editing methods (e.g., CRISPR-Cas9, TALEN), which are beginning to enter human trials. One of the first examples to be used was modification of the enhancer of the BCL11A gene promoter to interrupt the BAF chromatin remodeling complex switch to adult β-globulin, resulting in the persistence of fetal hemoglobin in sickle cell disease and potentially other hemoglobinopathies (Zeng et al., 2018). The BCL11A enhancer not only acts as a switch for the BAF complex in blood cells, but also targets other genes within the same TAD (Canver et al., 2015).

A proximal nucleic acid target currently in clinical trials is the SMN1 locus, in which gene therapy using an artificial regulatory gene construct is delivered via an adenovirus-associated virus vector (AAV) (Zhou et al., 2018). This therapy is intended to ameliorate spinal muscle atrophy, a devastating neuromuscular disease that is the leading cause of death in infants, affecting 1 in 10,000 live births. The synthetic construct to be

Fig. 6. Direct therapeutic approaches. (A) Synthetic construct containing the enhancer and promoters of the SMN1 gene, including inverted terminal repeats specific to the AAV vector being used in clinical trials for a one-time cure for pediatric spinal muscle atrophy. A similar approach may be used to modify regulatory RNAs that act as neurogenic transcriptional network controllers. ITR, inverted terminal repeats; Poly A, polyadenylated mRNA tail for translation. Modified from Novartis investor Presentation. 2018 (unpublished data). (B). strategy to de-repress the POU5F1 gene locus held constrained by PRC1 and PRC2 through the use of an antibiotic-inducible compound that specifically adds the BAF chromatin remodeling complex to the gene, allowing it to re-assume control of a pluripotent control network modified from Crabtree et al. (2018) and Young, (2011).
delivered by the AAV vector contains the enhancer and gene promoter of the SMN1 gene, as well as an intron and cDNA of the human coding sequence along with self-complementary AAV terminal repeats, which presumably increase the rate of transcription to produce healthy SMN protein (Fig. 6A). A similar strategy may be used to target regulatory RNAs, such as the IncRNA DGC5, to establish appropriate control of a neurogenic transcriptional network in schizophrenia responsible for the regulation of a subset of risk gene targets in the disorder (Meng et al., 2018).

It is also possible to use a small, chimeric fusion protein to target a network controller with great accuracy. Crabtree et al. (2018) used this method to recruit the BAF remodeling complex to the POU5F1 locus to re-establish pluripotency in mouse embryonic fibroblasts by driving away polycomb heterochromatin repressed by H3K27me3 (Young, 2011). In this instance, the chimeric therapy might be composed of a rapamycin-inducible, small molecular vehicle such as FKBP (under 1000 Da). One example of this approach is illustrated in Fig. 6B, where the BAF remodeler occupies the POU5F1 gene locus displacing polycomb repression, releasing this master transcription factor from inhibition so that it may resume transcriptional network control.

More indirect, distal therapeutics may be employed to drive the accumulation of depletion of a master transcription factor through manipulation of the kinetics of its degradation. This strategy was employed by Sievers et al. (2018), in which the “degrome” specific to a type of transcription factor was modified to abolish its activity. Through understanding the zinc finger motif properties present in the C2H2 family of transcription factors and through selection of analogs induced that specifically degraded circumscribed sets of C2H2 zinc-finger-containing factors, properties of a weakly drugable CRBN ubiquitin ligase with similar zinc fingers could be exploited. Through novel thalidomide analog drugs with chemical alterations at the Cys2-His2 (C2H2) zinc finger-drug-CRBN interface, thalidomide analogs could selectively induce degradation of distinct sets of C2H2 transcription factors.

The discovery of novel gene network approaches to existing psychotropic medications, such as valproic acid and beparatone, which appear to impact neurogenic transcriptional control networks lends credence to the hypothesis that induction of these networks, while they may or may not lead to neurogenesis in the adult human brain, may reanimate neurogenic transcription in adult neurons, resulting in extending the longevity of gray matter. While the nascent therapeutic mechanisms discussed here carry the additional burden of targeting specific neuronal cell populations in the human central nervous system, they offer promise for the alleviation of neurodevelopment and neurodegenerative disorders impacted by deficits in neurogenesis and neurogenic maturation.
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